Guidance problems with flight time constraints are considered in this article. A new virtual leader scheme is used for design of guidance laws with time constraints. The core idea of this scheme is to adopt a virtual leader for real missiles to convert a guidance problem with time constraints to a nonlinear tracking problem, thereby making it possible to settle the problem with a variety of control methods. A novel time-constrained guidance (TCG) law, which can control the flight time of missiles to a prescribed time, is designed by using the virtual leader scheme and stability method. The TCG law is a combination of the well-known proportional navigation guidance (PNG) law and the feedback of flight time error. What's more, this law is free of singularities and hence yields better performances in comparison with optimal guidance laws with time constraints. Nonlinear simulations demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed law.
Introduction

1
Previous guidance laws have considered a variety of constraints such as minimum time homing [1] , acceleration saturation [2] and terminal impact angle constraints [3] [4] . Guidance problems with flight time constraints have just emerged in recent years as the result of rapid development of cooperative control of multi-vehicle systems, for which, cooperative guidance [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] of multiple missiles has been devised as an effective countermeasure against the threat of interceptors. As a typical cooperative guidance mission, salvo attack [5] requires multiple missiles to hit the target simultaneously, from which, the demand for controlling flight time stems.
Guidance laws with flight time constraints were *Corresponding author. Tel.: +86-10-82338672. introduced for the first time in Ref. [5] where an impact-time-control guidance (ITCG) law is proposed and applied to salvo attack missions. J. I. Lee, et al. [6] proposed a guidance law called impact-time-andangle-control guidance (ITACG) which realizes concurrent control of flight time and terminal impact angles. Y. A. Zhang, et al. [7] proposed a leader-follower method, with which a time-constrained cooperative guidance scheme was designed.
In fact, path planning problems for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) [10] [11] [12] have also considered flight time constraints. However, solutions to these timeconstrained problems mainly rely on the decoupling of space and time in the problem formulation. Great challenges would be encountered when attempts are made to design missile guidance laws without space and time decoupling.
This article proposes a novel virtual leader approach which can convert a time-constrained guidance problem to a nonlinear tracking problem. This approach not only enables accurate controlled flight time but also obviates the need for time-to-go estimation. Then a new time-constrained guidance law named TCG is designed by using the virtual leader approach. The proposed law involves the well-known proportional navigation guidance (PNG) command and the feedback of flight time error. As a guidance law with asymptotic stability, TCG is free of singularities and yields better performance compared with existing optimal guidance laws. Nonlinear simulations demonstrate the effectiveness of TCG.
Virtual Leader Approach
This section presents a novel virtual leader approach and explains how to use it to convert a time-constrained guidance problem to a nonlinear tracking problem. Fig.1 shows the homing guidance geometry of the missile M against a stationary target. It is assumed that the missile speed V is constant through the engagement span and the autopilot lag is negligible. The applied acceleration command a m is normal to the velocity vector. , and denote line-of-sight (LOS) angle, velocity heading angle and the angle between LOS and velocity vector, respectively. Now a virtual leader M* is introduced against the same target as the missile M homes on. The superscript * for * V , * , * , * and * r is used to represent parameters of the virtual leader corresponding to those of M. The guidance task is that the missile M must hit the target at the pre-designated time d T . The idea of virtual leader approach can be summarized as follows:if the flight time of virtual leader * M is equal to d T and the missile M follows the leader effectively to ensure that its flight time is equal to that of the virtual leader, then the missile can hit the target at d
T . Subsequently, two critical problems must be solved: 1) How to control the flight time of the virtual leader? 2) How to guide the missile to ensure its flight time to be equal to that of the virtual leader?
For the first problem, since the virtual leader is introduced artificially, its motion can be designed freely according to our needs. For example, introduce a virtual leader approaching the target along a straight line which means The key idea of the virtual leader approach lies in indirect control of flight time. By this approach, a time-constrained guidance problem can be converted to a nonlinear tracking problem, for solution of which various nonlinear control tools can be applied. By adopting different virtual leaders and different control methods, different guidance laws can be obtained. In addition, an advantage brought by the virtual leader approach is that no information on the time-to-go of the missile is required.
Time-constrained Guidance Law
In this section, a new time-constrained guidance law called TCG with asymptotic stability is designed by using virtual leader approach.
1. Virtual leader-target kinematics
As mentioned above, the first step is to introduce a virtual leader able to hit the target at d
T . Consider a simple case where the virtual leader approaches the target along a straight line. Then the motion equations of the virtual leader are
For the sake of simplicity, choose
the flight time of the virtual leader can be controlled to be d T . In addition, the virtual leader approach poses no requirement for the initial position of the virtual leader.
Missile-target kinematics
This subsection proposes a novel missile-target kinematics in order to derive a time-constrained guidance law free of any singularities.
Consider the missile-target engagement geometry shown in Fig.2 . Now establish the Cartesian frame of coordinates with the origin at the initial position of the missile and let X axis be along with the initial velocity vector. y is the perpendicular distance from the missile on the X axis to the target. (9) However, Eq. (9)will result in guidance laws with a singularity at sin 0 .
Time-constrained guidance law with asymptotic stability
As mentioned in Section 2, the flight time of the missile M will converge to that of the virtual leader 
The objective is to obtain control laws to ensure the convergence of the system Eq. (15). Substituting Eq. 
where u is a new control command to be designed to ensure the convergence of system Eq. (20). Of course, there are many other control methods that can be used to design u. Here design u as a state-feedback law as follows: Substituting Eq. (1) and Eqs. (11)- (12) into Eq. (25) gives the TCG command as
Since the feedback gain contains , the error feedback loop would be cut off and m a will remain zero through the engagement if 0 (27) As a result, the proposed law is not able to control the flight time in the case of 0 ( ) 0 t . However, zero miss distance is still guaranteed in this case since 0 ( ) 0 t just means the missile velocity aims at the target directly.
Nonlinear Numerical Simulations
Nonlinear numerical simulations are performed in this section to investigate the characteristics of the proposed law. The guidance law in Eq. (25) is called TCG and the one in Eq. (23) is denoted as TCG+ 2 . Fig.3 shows the block diagram of the homing loop in which the acceleration saturation is 5g and the flight control dynamics is chosen as 
where s = 0. 1 s. Fig.3 Homing guidance loop.
1. Performances of TCG
In order to compare TCG with ITCG, the same simulation parameters as those in Ref. [5] are adopted. Table 1 shows the initial conditions of the guidance scheme. Choose feedback gains as 1 k = 0.6 and 2 k = 6. The numerical simulation shows that the flight time by PNG with navigation ratio 3 N is 34.12 s. Designate the flight time as 40 s, 50 s and 60 s, respectively. Note that these designated times are quite different from 34. 12s. which indicates the small sensitivity of TCG to the initial heading angles. It can be seen that the highest or the lowest launch angle of 180° or 0° may result in relatively large flight time errors, but note that zero miss distance is still guaranteed in these cases. Time-constrained guidance laws have found an important application in salvo attacks where the target is demanded to be hit by multiple missiles simultaneously. Fig.9 illustrates a salvo attack scenario. The simulations parameters are assumed the same as those in Ref. [5] . It can be seen that the TCG causes effective decline in the flight time derivation. 
2. Comparisons with ITCG
Regarded as the first guidance law dealing with flight time constraints, ITCG [5] can be expressed as
where R go is the range between the missile and the target, No.1 time-to-go. As an optimal guidance law, ITCG suffers from singularities at and R go =0, around which the acceleration commands become prohibitively large. That means ITCG results in increased demands for acceleration towards the end of the pursuit. In contrast, as a guidance law with asymptotic stability, TCG needs relatively large acceleration command at the beginning and settles to smaller amplitudes at the end of the pursuit and, consequently, leads to smaller miss distances. Moreover, initial launch angles such as 0° or 180° can also lead to the failure of ITCG. However, as shown in Fig.8 , TCG can still guarantee the zero miss distance regardless of a relatively large flight time error it has in these cases.
Conclusions
This article proposes a novel virtual leader approach to design guidance laws with flight time constraints. By using this approach, a new time-constrained guidance law is derived which controls flight time precisely. Nonlinear simulations demonstrate the high effectiveness of the proposed law. Naturally, the new law can be applied to salvo attacks and other time-critical guidance missions. The future work is expected to focus on applying the virtual leader approach to guidance problems with terminal impact angle constraints.
